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The River Leven and it’s burns and 
tributaries are a vital part of our local 
landscape. Throughout history they have 
played an important role in local industries 
and our parks and greenspaces.  However, 
historic modifications have impacted on 
the way these watercourses functions.

Where practical we are looking to allow 
them to work more naturally. One way we 
can do this is by removing or adapting 
some of these man-made changes.

As part of the Leven Programme our aim 
is to restore 5.8 kilometres of the Back 
Burn (also known as the Conland, Coul 
and Balbirnie Burn in these areas!) to a 
more natural state between Rhind Hill  in 
the Lomond Hills and Newton, north of 
Markinch. 

Our vision is to restore the river for the 
benefit of local people and wildlife.

Restoring the Back Burn  
Project Overview
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• Remove small redundant barriers such as boundary 
posts, walls and fences crossing the burn allowing the 
river to flow unrestricted and sediment to move more 
freely, as it would in a natural channel. 

• Removing rock and stone bank protection allowing the 
burn to reconnect to the floodplain.

• At Coul Den rerouting the burn fully down its original 
natural channel, creating significant ecological benefits.

• Wetland planting along the banks and floodplain areas 
to improve biodiversity.

• Remove the large gabion baskets (stone filled wire 
baskets) at Coul Den and replacing them with a more 
attractive and naturally functioning step pool like 
alternative.

• Remove the large gabion baskets (stone filled wire 
baskets) downstream of Coul Reservoir replacing them 
with a more attractive and natural functioning step pool 
like channel. 

• Where practical removing small weirs within Balbirnie 
Park to improve habitat for resident fish populations 
This will involve adapting the weir to allow the burn to 
reconnect with its original channel around the blue 
sluice gate. Once water begins to flow down the original 
channel more will flow into and leave the reservoir. This 
will improve local ecology and wet woodland habitat 
around this area

Restoring the Back Burn  
Proposed Improvements

A photo showing failing 
bank protection A photo showing a redundant 

weir which is acting as a barrier

A before photo 
of the channel at 
the blue sluice

A visualisation of the 
proposed channel 
at the blue sluice
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Restoring the Back Burn  
Coul Den

A  bridge will be installed within the current path 
network to allow for the burn to flow into the reservoir 
more freely as it establishes its natural route.

The reservoir will be retained to protect the large variety 
of aquatic plants and birds that are present today.  

At the downstream side of the reservoir, we are 
proposing to replace the large section of gabions (wire 
baskets filled with stones) with a more natural step pool 
feature. We plan to remove the concrete crossing 
point replacing it with a bridge to allow access along 
the path network all year and to allow the river to flow 
more freely underneath.

Historically, the burn flowed through what is now Coul Reservoir.  In the late 1800’s the reservoir was constructed  
for the Haig Distillery and a long, straight, cobble lined artificial channel was built to take the river flow past the 
reservoir.  The distillery is no longer there and the reservoir redundant therefore there is an excellent opportunity to 
reconnect the burn with its natural channel. 

Photo of current delta area

Visualisations of the proposal for 
the delta area before the burn 
enters the reservoir, including 
new bridge

 Photo of current gabion 
spillway at the downstream 
of the reservoir

Visualisation  of the proposed 
step pool channel at the 
downstream of the reservoir
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Restoring the Back Burn  
Balbirnie Park

Where possible we are proposing to remove sections of 
gabions (stone filled wire baskets), walls and cobbled 
areas that have been inserted into the burn in the past 
that prevent it from functioning naturally.  

In addition there are a number of small weirs that confine 
the burn and we are proposing to remove these letting 
the river re-naturalise and recover over time.  

We are also interested to know where people like to 
access the burn to see if we can make this easier at 
certain points rather than large areas of the banks 
becoming damaged and degraded due to use.

Balbirnie Park has an interesting history including as a designed landscape which along with more modern changes 
in use within the park have led to a range of modifications to the burn.

Proposals within the park will be sensitive to its heritage whilst balancing  
this with the opportunity to restore it to a more natural state.

Photo of gabion baskets 
lining the channel through 
Balbirnie Park

Visualisation of channel after 
gabions have been removed 
and the banks reprofiled

Photo of the weir and current 
condition of the ford

Visualisation of the ford 
(access repaired) and step 
pools to replace the weir
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Add Waymarking or Signage 
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Improve path or New path
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2-07 and 2-08 Retrofit baffles to
weir to enable fish passage and

remove metal barrier
across top of weir 2-09 Introduce boulders to create

a river width more in keeping with
that observed upstream and

downstream

2-30 and 2-10 Remove side spill
weir to direct the burn down the
original channel. Regrade river

bed to create a more natural step
pool channel slope. Remove knife

valve culvert structure

2-43 Remove part of boundary
wall where stone stile is located,
to improve public access to path

2-11 Restore sluice for access and
heritage

2-44 Educational signage to
inform people about the history of

the area and the creation of the
reservoir and bypass channel for

Haig Distillery

2-30 Flows directed down original
channel as result of removalof

side spill weir
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2-37 Remove culvert under bypass
channel to enable tributary to

flow in an open channel

RD

2-37 - Add new crossing to retain
access across new open channel

and reinstate footpaths 2-38 Replace culvert with new
crossing to address culvert

overtopping during high rainfall

2-39 Remove sluice gate and
culvert and replace concrete

crossing with a new footbridge
across 
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New bridge

NFM

Remove/Modify Weir, Bridge or Barrier

Remove Wall or Bank Protection

Remove Gabions 

New Channel

Channel Modification 

Improve path or New path

Management of Watering Point

Thin or Fell vegetation 

Legend

Drawn By:

RD

2-32 Remove gabions on channel
bed and bank of outflow. Establish

step pool and cascade
morphology, with boulder

placement on channel bed to
encourage in channel diversity.

2-33 Remove concrete slab and
establish new bridge crossing over

channel 

2-41 Create a new channel which
bypasses existing stone lined

channel
2-41 Remove gabions on left bank

and metal fence across channel
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Remove/Modify Weir, Bridge or Barrier

Remove debris from channel

Remove Wall or Bank Protection

Remove Gabions 

Channel Modification 

Legend
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5-15 Remove 60-80m of gabion
bank protection on left bank and

regrade bank for stability

5-36 Disperse boulders on right
bank to improve channel diversity

5-37 Dislodge and disperse
armoured bed and bank toe
protection to increase bed

diversity

5-16 Remove weir and establish
natural bed form of pool / riffle
and step pools throughout the

reach

5-38 Remove bank protection
gabion wall

5-17 Remove weir and establish
natural bed form of pool / riffle
and step pools throughout the
reach. Remove 5m extent of

gabions on left bank adjoining
the weir

5-17 Install coarse debris screen
to mitigate damage to

downstream bridges from debris
carried in the channel during high

flows
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Legend
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RD

5-24 Remove left and right bank
protection and regrade banks and

add greenbank protection

5-26 Remove weir to enable
natural river form to redevelop.

Re-establish natural channel bed
gradient with step pools

throughout reach

5-27 Remove weir to enable
natural river form to redevelop.

Re-establish natural channel bed
gradient with step pools

throughout reach
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6-19 Manage bank erosion by
removing walls and gabions

throughout reach and regrading
bank and extending riverbank

vegetation 

6-03 Move core path back from
the river (current path is directly
adjacent to the river) and provide

access to wetland 

6-01 Review current access and
connection to river for children

and local community

6-04 Remove bank protection, add
Large Woody Material (LWM) and
planting along banks throughout

the reach


